WELCOME

Matthew Rocco, Event Host

EVENT RECOGNITION

Communication Administrators
Jamonica Rolle
Communication Pathway Dean
Maria Bernal
Associate Dean at Central
Henry Mack
Associate Dean at North & South

Speech Competition Committee
Rosena Beniste, chair
Maria Hills McParland
Kimberly Kamuca
Betty Eugene-King
Yvette Guy

CONTEST JUDGES

Kimberly Kamuca, Voting Judge - North Campus
Ernie Querido, Voting Judge - Central Campus
Yvette Guy, Voting Judge - South Campus
Betty Eugene-King, Counting Judge & Timekeeper - South Campus

SPEAKERS

Latoya Black
Keep On Keeping On
Elysia Cairo
Cosplay Life
Carmen Candelaria
Epiphanies
Isabel Cesarotti
Help I'm Alive
Hunter Fani
Stand Up Five

Stephanie Freeborn
Better than "Good Enough"
Tammy Freeman
Believe in Miracles
Ana Onde
Self Resiliency
Victoria Saiz
Bystanders
Tiffany Wimmers
Quitting Isn't an Option

BC TOASTMASTERS INVITATION

ANNOUNCEMENT OF WINNERS

REFRESHMENTS